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PARAMETRIC PERTURBATION PROBLEMS

IN ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

THOMAS G. HALLAM

ABSTRACT.  The asymptotic behavior of solutions of a nonlinear differ-

ential equation that arises through a nonlinear parametric perturbation of a

linear system of differential equations is discussed.  Fundamental hypotheses

include the admissibility of a pair of Banach spaces for the linear system.  Con-

clusions about the behavior of the perturbed system evolve through the behavior

of certain manifolds of solutions of the unperturbed linear system. Asymptotic

representations are found on a semi-infinite axis R+ and on the real line R.  The

bifurcation condition, which is shown to be trivial on R ., plays an essential

role for the perturbation problem on R.  Illustrations and examples, primarily

on the space L   , of the theoretical results are presented.

1. Introduction. Perturbation theory of linear equations is of fundamental

importance in differential equations. In this article further explorations of this

area are presented; the essential features of this investigation include a linear

ordinary differential equation that is perturbed parametrically by a nonlinear

quantity. As is traditional in such problems, the behavior of the solutions of

the perturbed equation is determined asymptotically in terms of the solutions

of the linear equation.

The perturbation problem is treated here in an abstract setting. Appli-

cations of the abstract theory to specific Banach spaces are presented and form

an integral portion of this paper. These results parallel and complement some

of the basic literature of parametrically perturbed periodic differential systems.

An excellent history of the standard works on parametric perturbations, espec-

ially those results concerned with nonlinear oscillations, may be found in the

survey [4] by L. Cesari and the monograph [10] by J. K. Hale. Numerous

applications as well as theoretical aspects of nonlinear oscillations may be found

in [20]. Additional relèvent references are contained in each of these books.

The notation of admissibility is essential in our development. The funda-

mental principles of admissibility for linear differential equations were pro-

mulgated and amplified by J. L. Massera and J. J. Schäffer; see, for example,
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the article [18] and the comprehensive compilation of their work in ordinary

differential equations [19]. The book by P. Hartman [14] also contains an

excellent introduction to admissibility theory.

Results, prominent in admissibility theory, due to W. A. Coppel [6], [7],

[8] and R. Conti [5] are notable for the illustrative examples included in this

article.

C. Corduneanu [9] and P. Hartman and N. Onuchic [15] have employed

the concept of admissibility to develop a very general nonlinear (nonparametric)

perturbation theory for ordinary differential equations. A purpose of this article

is to amplify the theory of parametrically perturbed systems by employing ad-

missibility.

Our development entails an abstract formulation of both the linear and

nonlinear problems along the Unes of S. Bancroft [1] ; his main motivation and

application were provided by periodic systems. This contrasts with our emphasis

upon the admissibility concept and specific illustrations to bounded solutions.

Another reference whose results will be utilized here is [13].

Differences between perturbation theorems valid on a semi-infinite axis

R+ = [0, °°) and those valid on the entire line R = (-°°, °°) are given special

consideration in the sequel. A main distinction between these two domains is

that a "bifurcation" condition which is trivial oni?+ plays an important role

on the interval R. The linear and nonlinear problems on R+ axe explored in

§§3 and 4 respectively; the analogues on R are found in §§5 and 6.

2. Preliminary notation and results. Let / denote one of the intervals

R = (-°°, °°), R+ = [0, °°), or R_ = (-<*>, 0]. In the differential equations

(1) dy/dt = A(t)y,      tEJ,yER",

and

(2) dx/dt = A(t)x + f(t),   tEJ,xER",

A = A (t) is a measurable n x n matrix function that is locally integrable on /

and / = f(t) is a measurable n-vector function that is locally integrable on /.

Let Y(t) denote the fundamental matrix solution of the initial value prob-

lem dY/dt = A(t)Y, Y(0) = In,tEJ.

The norm of a Banach space B^ of n-vector valued functions defined on

the interval / will be designated by \'\Bj. We denote by Lj the space of locally

Lebesgue integrable Revalued functions defined on / with the topology of local

convergence in the mean of order one. A Banach space B^ is stronger than Lj

if Bj is algebraically contained in L7 and convergence in Bj implies convergence

in Lj. Each Banach space employed in this article shall consist of measurable
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functions from / to R" and all such spaces will be tacitly assumed to be stronger

than Ly.

A pair of Banach spaces (By, Dy) is admissible for (I) if for each / in By

(2) has a solution x in Dy.

For notational convenience, a "+" or "-" subscript will indicate that the

domain / is F+ or F_ respectively. The absence of a subscript will imply J = R.

A requirement employed in § §5 and 6, when the domain space / = R, is

the following. Each Banach space B = BR has the property that whenever « is

in B and u is in L with |u(f)| < |u(r)| for almost all t in R then v is in B and

|u|B < |«|B. If u is in L (= LR), define u+ by u+(t) = u(t) if t > 0, u+(t) = 0

if t < 0; let u_ be given by ujt) = u(t) if t < 0 and ujt) = 0 if r > 0. If «

is an element in a Banach space B, then so are u+ and u_. On the other hand,

if u+ and u_ are in B then u = u+ + u_ almost everywhere and, consequently,

u is in B.

Define the set B+ to consist of all functions / that are in L+ and there is

a member g of B such that f(t) = g(t) for t in F+. Let |/|B    = \g+ |B; note

HB   is well defined. The distinction between elements of the component space

B+ of B and the Banach space BR is not significant in our investigation and no

effort shall be made to differentiate between such functions. In an analogous

fashion the component space B_ of B can be defined.

Let D be a Banach space and D+, D_ designate its component spaces. De-

note by M0D the linear subspace of R" such that y0 is in M0D if and only if

the solution y of (1) with y(0) = y0 is in D. Let M_, D be the linear subspace

of R" with the property that M0D © M_1D consists of aHyQ in R" such that

the solution y of (1) with y(0) = y0 is in D+. The space M1D is defined simi-

larly by utilizing the component space D_; hence,y0 is in M0D © M1D if and

only if the solution y of (1) with y(0) = y0 is in D_.   A subspace comple-

mentary to M0D © M_1D © M1D will be designated by MbD. Supplementary

projections P0D, P_,D, Pi q, and P^j, can be defined on R" to have ranges

Mqd» M_id, M, D, and M„,D respectively.

A Banach space that plays an important role in our investigations is now

defined. Let By and Dy be Banach spaces and L: Dy —*■ By be the operator de-

fined by Ly = y' - A(t)y. The space Ey = Ey(D, B) = {y: y G Dy, Ly E By}

is a Banach space with norm \y |E   = |»D  + |7»B  (see [22, p. 196]).

If the pair of Banach spaces (B+, D+) is admissible for (1) where J = R+,

then for prescribed / in B+, there is exactly one solution x of (2) in D+ satis-

fying the condition (PQT + P_XT)x(0) = 0.

It is a consequence of the above fact that the linear function T+ : B+ —*■

D+, given by T+f=x, where / is in B+ and x is the unique solution of (2) in
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D+ satisfying (P0D + •P_1D)x(0) = 0, is well defined. In a similar manner, the

operator T_: B_ —*• D_ is defined for t in the interval R_.

It follows from [18, p. 295] that there exists a positive constant K (de-

pending only upon .4 and not upon/) such that |r±/|D   <£|/|B . This

implies that the operators T± ate continuous from B± to D±.

3. Abstract formulation of the linear problem on R+. A basic assumption

made about equation (1) in this section is

H.3: The pair of Banach spaces (B+, D+) is admissible for (1).

If (H.3) is satisfied, then the pair of Banach spaces (B+, E+) is also admissible

for (1) (E+ is defined in §2). Our first result analyzes the linear operator L:

E+ -» B+ defined by Ly(t) = dy(t)/dt - A(t)y(t).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (H.3) is satisfied.  The operator L: E+ —*■

B+ is a closed linear operator whose nullity N(L) is a closed subset of E+ ad-

mitting projection in E+; that is, there exists a projection II+: E+ —*■ E+ such

that N(L) = R(II+). The range R(L) is all of B+. Furthermore, L has a bound-

ed right inverse K: B+ —♦ E+ ; that is LK = 7B  .

Proof. It was assumed that each of the Banach spaces B+ and D+ are

stronger than L+. The fact that L is closed is contained in the following lemma

of Massera and Schäffer [18, p.289] :

Let {/„} be a sequence of functions in L+ and let xn be a solution of

dxn /dt = A (t)xn + fn(t) for each n. If the limits hmn_>00 /„ = / and hm„_00xn

= x both exist (in L+), then the function x is (except for equivalence almost

everywhere) a solution of (2) and xn —*• x uniformly on every bounded sub-

interval ofR+ asn —*■<*>.

To demonstrate that N(Z,) is a closed subspace of E+, observe that y is in

N(I) if and only if y is in E+ and y (•) = Y(') % for some £ in Rn. Using the

projections P¡D, i = 0, ±1, °°, Y(*)% can be written as

¥(•)$ = Y(-)(P0D + ¿>_1D)$ + Y(-)(PXD +P.D)5.

It follows from the definition of these projections that NfZ) = {y: y(') =

Y(')%, (P,D + /*„,))}; = 0} ; hence, N(¿) is a finite-dimensional subspace of

E+. The existence of the projection II+ can now be obtained since every finite-

dimensional subspace of a Banach space is closed and admits projection.

Next, we show that R(L) = B+. Let /be in B+ ; if Ç is in Rn and T+/is

as defined in §2, then the function x(-) = ^OX^od + ^-id)? + T+f(') is a

solution of Ly =/. Thus, R(L) = B+.

For theoretical purposes, it is sufficient to establish the existence of a
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bounded right inverse K: B+ —► E+ of the operator L. This may be accomp-

lished through an application of Lemma 4, p. 72, of [21].

However, to be slightly more constructive, we note that K = T+ is con-

tinuous from B+ to E+ and LT+ = 7B   . This completes the proof of Theorem

3.1.

Our next result provides a concrete illustration of Theorem 3.1 in the case

(B+, D+) = (V(R+), L°°(R+)), 1 < p < ». The hypothesis H.3 employed in

the previous theorem takes the form

H.3p. Let q satisfy l/p + l/q = 1 and let there exist a positive constant

K such that

(3)
[jo'^v+^-^H

i/<?

+ [ /" I Y(t)(PiL~ + P^ J Y~x (s)\* dsTq<K,      tER+.

Condition H.3p is necessary and sufficient for the pair (LP(F+), L°°(F+)) to be

admissible for (1). This result is due to Coppel [6], [8] for p = 1 and Conti

[5] in the case 1 < p < °°.

Theorem 3.1, with E+ taken as E+j00p = {y: y E V(R+), Ly E LP(F+)},

implies the existence of a projection n+ with the property N(F) = F(II+) and

that the bounded right inverse K of L is T+. For computational purposes, the

representations of n+ and T+ are important; these representations are the con-

tribution of the next theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let condition H.3p be satisfied.

(i) Suppose that $(•) denotes the n x r matrix-valued function whose

columns form a basis for sp{ Y(-)(P   oa+P     „,)}. Then, ther x r matrix

C = Jq $t(s)$(s) ds is well defined and nonsingular provided P   «, + P     „
OL —1 L»

¥=0(^Tdenotes i> transpose). Furthermore, themap U+: E+O0>p —>E+0<>iP

given by

n+<X-) = $(-)C-x f¿$T(s)<¡>(s)ds

is a projection o/E+00 p into E+ocl>p with N(I) = R(JI+).

(ii) A bounded right inverse K: V(R+) —* E+00tP for L: E+oop —*

V(R+) is given by

T+M) =  fo^Wnr - +P  „ J^_1(S)/(S)*J w Oit —IL»

- jr^OCP,,- +P    ~)Y-X(s)f(s)ds,      tER+.

Proof. First, (i) will be established. There exist positive constants TV

and a such that
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(4) \$(t)\<Ne-at,     tER+

(see [8, p. 68] for p = 1, [12, p. 359] for 1 <p < °°). Employing the esti-

mate of (4), we observe that the matrix C is well defined.

To show that C is nonsingular, suppose that Ca = 0, a in Rr. It follows

that Sq |$(s)«|2 ds = 0; hence, \$(t)a\ = 0 which yields a = 0.

The inequality (4) implies that /" $T(s)<¡>(s)ds is well defined for each 0

in E+„p C V°(R+); hence, II+: E+oop —> E+oop is also well defined.

Finally, it is evident that R(Jl+) = {0: <p(-) = $(')a0, a0 ERr} and that n+

is idempotent on its range; that is, II2 $ = fl+<ï> = $>. Thus, II+ is a projection

operator whose range is N(L).

To verify (ii), we note that hypothesis H.3p coupled with Holder's in-

equality shows that T+ maps V(R+) into E+oc,p. A direct computation shows

that ir+/ = /for/in V(R+). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Remark. The operator T+ contained in Theorem 3.2 has been widely

used in connection with perturbation problems; see [3], [5], [8], [12]. The

dual of Theorem 3.2 for periodic systems can be found in Hale [11, p. 263].

4.  Abstract formulation of the nonlinear problem on R+.  In this section,

a treatment of nonlinear parameter perturbation problems on a semi-infinite axis

is presented. Let A, B+, and D+ denote Banach spaces and suppose that the

function N;0+ x A —► B+ and its Fréchet derivative dN¡d<¡> are continuous on

D+ x A. The sphere of radius p in a Banach space C will be represented by

Sp(C). The function N is weakly nonlinear over the sphere Sp(D+) if there

exists a continuous function r¡(p, o) with the properties r\(p, 0) = 0 and

(5) \N(-,\)\Sp(B+)<v(p,a)

for all X G Sa(A). In (5), the norm \'\s (B  j is defined by

M-. Ws (b+) =   sup     W.a)Ib++ D;(0>x)     >•
PK  +'     0£Sp(D+) { + W | B + j

The function A' is a weak nonlinearity ifN is weakly nonlinear over every sphere

Sp(D+)inD+,p>0.

The notation of the previous section is employed in the next result.

Theorem 4.1. Let the pair (B+,D+) of Banach spaces be admissible

for equation (1) and suppose that E+ is the Banach space defined in §2. Let

N:E+ x A —+ B+ be a weak nonlinearity.  Suppose that M = |í>(«)lD   , where

$(•) is the n x r matrix function whose columns form a basis for

spÍWod+^-id)}-
Then, corresponding to each p > 0, there exists a a = a(p) > 0 such that

the problem
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(6) ¿0 = 7V(0,X),      n+0 = $(-)ao.      0G5,fl(E+),

has a unique solution 0* (•, a0, X) for each (aQ, X) G Sp/2m(Rr) x S JA).

Furthermore, 0* (•, a0, X) is continuous as a map from 5p/2m(Rr) * ^(A) '"i0

E+ and satisfies limK^04>* (•, a0, X) = $(-)a0 /or ere/y a0 in 5p/2m(R0-

Proof. A solution to the problem (6) can be found by solving the al-

ternate problem

0 = (7 - n+)7ÜV(0, X) + *(.)«o.     <¡> e 5p(E+)-

Let the operator T: E+ x Rr x A —*■ E+ be defined by

7X0, a0) X) = (7 - n+)JW(0, X) + *(.)a0.

Utilizing the hypothesis that TV is a weak nonlinearity, the mean value theorem

for Fréchet differentials [16, Corollary 1.6.2, p. 20], and some direct compu-

tation, it can be shown that 7*(«, a0, X) is uniformly contracting [11, p. 6] on

the set {0: 0 G 5p(E+), n+0 G Sp¡2(E+)} with respect to the parameter set

Sp ;2m(Rr) x SJA) provided o is sufficiently small.

The unique fixed point, 0*, of this contraction mapping inherits its con-

tinuity properties with respect to the parameters (a0, X) from the smoothness of

the uniform contraction map 7*(«, a0, X) [11, p. 7, Theorem 3.2]. It is evident

from the definition of T together with the preceding remark that

lim 0*(-, an, X) = 4>(-)a0.
x-»o

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 allows perturbation terms that are weak non-

linearities. For more general types of nonlinear perturbations, a convenient tool

that may be used to replace the uniform contraction mapping principle is the

Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. Perturbation results for the parameter

free problem that employ this theorem in conjunction with a general admissi-

bility requirement may be found in the article [15] by P. Hartman and N.

Onuchic. In [2], the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem was utilized in conjunction

with the admissibility of the pair (V, L°°) to treat a parametric perturbation

problem. The next theorem extends the results of [2] to a general admissibility

setting.

As noted in [15], it is convenient to use instead of the topology of L+

that of C+(R"), the space of continuous functions from R+ to R" with the

compact-open topology. Let S+ = Sp(E+) n C+(R") and 2+ represent the

closure of S+ in C+(R").

Theorem 4.2. Let the following assumptions be satisfied for p > 0.

(i) (B+, D+) is admissible for (I) and E+ is as defined in §2.

(ii) The function G: 2+ x A —»• B+ defined by G(x, X) = g(-, x(-), X)

is continuous.
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(iii)  There exists a continuous function r: A —> R with lim^r/fX) = 0

such that

\8(',x('), X)|B+ < rQ,)   for ail x(-) in 2+, X G A.

(iv) There exists a function y: R+ x A —*■ L+ such that

\g(t, x(t), X)| < y(t, X)   for ail x(•) G 2+, X G A.

Then, for the prescribed p, there exists a o = o(p) > 0 such that

(7) dx/dt = A(t)x + g(t, x, X)

has a family, x* (',a0, X), of solutions with the properties x* (•, a0, X) is in

Sp(E+) and limx_>0x* (',a0,\) = $(-)a0 for each (a0, X) in Sp,2M(Rr) x S „(A).

Proof. The details of the proof are very similar to those of [15] and only

a brief outline is presented here. As we saw in Theorem 4.1., an essential portion

of the proof was to demonstrate that the operator T: S+ x Rr x A —-► E+

given by

7X0, a0,X) = (I- n+)Kg(-,<¡>, X) + *(•)«<>

has a fixed point 0 in E+. In the present situation this is accomplished by the

Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. The continuity of T is demonstrated

much like that in [15, p. 1195]. The fact that T2 [C 2] has a compact

closure follows from Ascoli's Theorem; this is a main reason to employ the top-

ology of C+ rather than that of L+. The fixed point x* of Tin Sp(E+) sat-

isfies the equation

x*(-, a0, X) = (/- ll+)Kg(t,x*(t, a0, *)> *) + $(')V

From this hypothesis (iii), we obtain the estimate

|**(%«0,A)-*(.)«e|<r(X),

from which it follows that hmx_>0x*(*, «0, X) = $(')a0.

Remark 42. The previous results in this section have imposed various

smoothness requirements upon the allowable perturbations then the growth rates

of the solutions were discussed. The remainder of the section is devoted to power

series expansion for the solutions x* whose existence was demonstrated in Theo-

rem 42.

For a historical starting point, the survey of Cesari [4] indicates the evo-

lution of series expansions of periodic solutions of periodic systems. The elimi-

nation of secular terms in such expressions was a difficulty that was achieved

through methods similar to those used here.
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The purpose of the subsequent remarks is to develop a technique that,

under hypotheses additional to those of Theorem 4.1, exhibits an expansion for

the solution x* (in the space E+) in powers of X whose coefficients are also in

D+.

For simplicity in computation, we shall restrict our considerations to a

scalar parameter X. We shall proceed formally, assuming that g has as many con-

tinuous derivatives as required for the calculations.

The objective is a series expansion of the D+ solution x* (•, a0, X) of (7)

in the form

x*(r, a0, X) = x*(t, a0, 0) + x*(i, a0, 0)X + x*x(t, a0, 0)X2/2! + • • •.

Under suitable hypotheses x*.. .J-, a0, 0) is in D+ ; this need not follow from

the known fact that x*(-, a0, X) is in D+. First, we observe that x*(«, a0, 0);

is in D+ since x* (•, a0, X) is in D+.

Next, we consider x*(«, a0, 0); from (7), it follows that

d [x*(t, aQ, 0)]/dt = A(t)x*(t, a0, 0) + gx(t, $(t)a0, 0).

The determining equation for x* is obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.1 as

(8) x*(-,a0,X)= [7-n+]7/+ir(f,x*(i,a0,X),X)[-] +$(-)v

From this representation, we have

(9) x*(0,an, 0) = [7- n+] T+gK(t, $(/)a0, 0)[0];

in finding (9), we employed various continuity properties of gx and the fact that

gx(-,-,0) = 0.
Hence, the vector x*(-, a0, 0) is a solution of the system

dz/dt = A(t)z + g(t,$>(t)an,0)

with initial value x*(0, a0, 0) given by (9). It follows that

(Px + PJx*(0, a0, 0) = (Px + PJ(7 - il+)T+gx(t, $(/><,, 0)[0]

= (P, +PjT+gx(t,$(t)aQ,0)[0].

The next stated result of D. L. Lovelady and the author [13] is helpful at this

stage. Let (B+, D+) be admissible for (I). Iff+ is in B+ and u is a solution of

(2), then uisinD+ if and only if(Px + P»)«^) = T+ [f+] [0]. As an imme-

diate consequence of this, it follows that x*(', a0, 0) is in D+ provided

gx(-,^(')ao,0)isinB+.

We continue the procedure by determining the behavior of x*J', a0, 0).

A computation shows that x*J', a0, 0) is a solution of the nonhomogeneous

linear equation
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dz/dt m A(t)z = gXk(t, *(f)flo, 0) + 2gxX(t, $(t)a0, 0)x*(t, a0, 0)

since gxx(-, .,0)=gx(.,.,0) = (j.

Employing the initial data obtained from equation (8) we have

x*x(0,ao,0)

= (I- n+)r+ \gxx(t, *(i)a0, 0) + 2gxX(t, *(0«0, 0)x*(7, a0, 0)] [0].

Consequently,

(?, +PM)x*x(0,ao,0)

= (P, + Pjr+ [gxx(i, *(f)«0, 0) + 2gxK(t, *(f)«0, 0)x*(i, «0, 0)] [0].

Again utilizing the above result of Hallam and Lovelady, we have x*x(m,a0, 0)

is in D+ provided

8\\(.m, *(0«o. °) + ^xxO. *(')«o. o)*î(-. *o. °)

is in B+.

Proceeding analogously, the coefficients of the higher order terms can be

shown to be in D+.

It is interesting to observe for periodic systems that the auxiliary require-

ments (e.g. £x(*> *(*)ao> 0) in B+) follow from the original periodic hypotheses

of the function g: hence, no additional hypotheses are necessary to find periodic

expansions of solutions of periodic systems once the representation for T+ is

known.

5. Abstract formulation of the linear problem on R. In §3 an abstract

formulation of the linear problem on a semiaxis R+ was given; §4 utilized these

linear results to develop a nonlinear perturbation theory. We now explore ana-

logues of these results on the real line R.

If we assume that (B, D) is admissible for (1), then only notational changes

in the previous results are required. A more interesting problem arises if we

suppose that each of (B+, D+) and (B_, D_) are admissible for (1) on R+ and

R_ respectively. As we show, the "bifurcation" condition which was trivial on

P+now plays a fundamental role in the development.

The next result examines the operator L: E —> B where, as above, Ly(t) =

dy(t)/dt -A(t)y(t) and B, B+, B_, D, D+, D_ and E are described in §§1 and

2 respectively.

Each Banach space B employed in the sequel shall be tacitly assumed to

satisfy the following condition. If u is in B and v is in L with \v(f)\ < |u(i)l for

almost all t in R then v is in B and |u|B < I« |B.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (B+, D+) and (B_, D_) are admissible for
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(I) on the domains R+ and 7?_ respectively.  The operator L is a closed linear

operator whose nullity N(7) and range R(L) are closed subspaces of E and B re-

spectively.  These subspaces admit projection; hence, there exist projection oper-

ators II: E —> E and Í2: B —* B such that N(7) - R(II) and R(L) - N(S2>

Finally, L has a bounded right inverse K: B —> E with LK = IR,Ly

Proof. The 7?-analogue of Lemma 2.1 [18, p. 289] as stated in the proof

of Theorem 3.1 implies that L is a closed operator.

Noting the definitions of the projections P/D, we have

N(7) - {0: 0 G E, 0(-) = Y(t)%, (P_1D + P1D + P„D)£ = 0}.

Thus, N(7) is a finite-dimensional subspace of E and, as such, is closed and ad-

mits projection. Denote by II: E —*■ E the projection with N(7) = R(II).

We show that R(7) has finite codimension in B and, therefore, is closed

and admits projection. A recent result [13, Theorem 2] states that the problem

L: E —+ B given by 70 = b has a solution 0* valid on 7? if and only if b satisfies

(10) /»..„ {T+ [b+ ] (0) - 71 [b_] (0)} = 0.

In (10), T+ and T_ are as defined in §2. Equation (10) is a finite set of

"orthogonality" conditions and shows that R(7) has finite codimension. Thus,

R(7) admits projection; let Í2 designate a projection with N(fi) = R(7).

An application of the closed graph theorem yields the existence of a bound-

ed right inverse K of L; see [21, p. 72]. This completes the proof of Theorem

5.1.

Following the procedure employed in §3, representations are given for the

projections n and £2 and the inverse operator K for a special case of the Banach

spaces B and D.

Consider the space M [7?, Rn] of all (equivalence classes of) locally integrable

functions / from R to R" with the property that

/•f+i
sup   |.     |/(s)|íís<oo

M [7?, R"] is a Banach space with respect to the norm

l/lM = sup ¡l+1\f(s)\ds.

In the next illustration, we utilize the hypothesis

(H.5). Let there exist positive constants K¡, ctj and supplementary pro-

jections P   „, / = 0, ±1, °° such that

\Y(t)P   „r'WKK/0""''       t,sER,
Oí»
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! -ctx(s-t)

The hypothesis (H.5) is necessary and sufficient for each of the pair of Banach

spaces (M [R+, R"], L°° [R+, R"] ) and (M [R_, Rn], L~ [fl_, R"] ) to be ad-

missible for (1) on R+ and P_ respectively (Coppel [6], Lovelady [17]).

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that condition (H.5) is satisfied.

(i) Let $(•) denote the n x r matrix-valued function whose columns form

a basis for sp{r(')P0L~}- Then, the r x r matrix C = f^co^T(s)^(s)ds is well

defined and nonsingular providedP    „ + 0. Furthermore, the map II: E(LM,M)

-^E(U°,M) given by °L

110 = *(')C_IJ"",. $T(s)<t>(s)ds

is a projection of E(L°°, M) into E(L°°, M) with N(I) = R(TI>

(ii) Z,ei *(•) denote the k x n matrix whose rows form a basis for

sp{P    „ Y~l(')}. Then, the matrix D = f^Jif(s)-;i!T(s)ds is well defined and

nonsingular provided P    M + 0. Furthermore, the map £2: M[R, Rn] —*■

M[R,Rn] given by

Í20 = *r(-)i)-1 j"~oo*(s)0(s)<is

is a projection ofM[R,RP] into itself with R(L) = (I- Í2)M[P, R"].

(hi) A bounded right inverse K: M[R, Rn] -* E(V°, M) for L: E(L°°, M)

—* M[R, Rn] is given by K = T(I - Í2) where T is defined on R(L) by

(Tb)(t) = Jl W_1L~ Y~1(s)b(s)ds + /onOPOL« Y-l(s)b(s)ds

- CY(t)(P   m + P    JY-l(s)b(s)ds,     tER+:
J ' 1L <>°L

and for t in R_,

0<i<s,

t > s > 0,

f>s>0,

s < t < 0,

t < s < 0,

0<t<s.
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(Tb)(t) = J"0iW0Loo Y~x(s)b(s)ds - J" Y(t)PiLCaY-x(s)b(s)ds

+ C„Y(t)(P +P      )Y-X(s)b(s)ds.
J   °° -1L "»L

Proof. The verification of conclusion (i) is similar to that of Theorem

3.2, part (i); hence, the details are omitted.

To establish (ii), it follows from [13] that given /in M[7?, R"], there exists

a y in E(L~, M) with Ly = f if and only if f^P    „ Y~x (s)f(s) ds = 0. How-
<*>L

ever, ¡Z.P    „ Y~x(s)f(s)ds = 0 if and only if £2/ = 0; that is, / is in (7 - Í2)M.

It follows that R(£) = (7 - fi)M.

A direct computation shows that LTb = b for all b in R(7), that is, b in

M with Qi> = 0. Hypothesis (H.5) implies that T maps R(7) into M. The oper-

ator K=T(I- Í2) extends T to all of M.

6. Abstract formulation of the nonlinear problem on R. The development

of the first portion of this section will be much like that of §4. Notation used

are the R-analogues of those in §4.

The fundamental results and notation from §5 on the linear operator L:

E —*■ B are also utilized in the sequel.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that (B+, D+) and (B_, D_) are admissible for

(I) on the domains R+ and R_ respectively. Let TV: E x A —► B be a weak non-

linearity.  Suppose that M = |$(*)|D where $(•) denotes the n x p matrix func-

tion whose columns form a basis for sp{y(*)P0D}. Then, corresponding to each

p > 0, there exists a o = o(p) > 0 such that the perturbation problem

(II) 70 = TV(0,X),     Í2TV(0,X) = O,      ri0 = a>(.)fl(),     0GSp(E),

has a unique solution <p*(', a0, X) for each (a0, X) G Sp^2M(Rp) x S„(A).

Furthermore, 0*(», a0,X)is continuous as a map from Sp/2Ai(Rp) x SC(A) into

E and satisfies limx_>o0* (•, a0, X) = $(*)«o for each a0 /« Sp/2M(RP).

Proof. The problem (11) may be written as

0 = (7 - Il)K(I - Í2)TV(0, X) + *(.)flö-

A solution of this equation can be obtained by establishing the existence of a

fixed point of the operator T: E x Rp x A —*■ E defined as

T(4>, a0, X) = (7- n)7C(7 - Í2)TV(0, X) + *(-)«0-

Employing the bounds on II, Í2, and K, it can be shown that 7(*, a0, X) is uni-

formly contracting on the set {0: 0 G Sp(E), 110 GSp,2(E)} with respect to the

parameter set Spj2M(RP) x S0(A) provided o is sufficiently small. The uniform
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contraction principle yields a unique fixed point of T with the desired properties.

This completes an indication of the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Remark 6.1. If N is not differentiable then the Schauder-Tychonoff fix-

ed point can be employed in this setting; see [15] and §4.

The next result is a modification of an interesting bifurcation result of S.

Bancroft [1]. Our setting is distinct from that of [1] where it is required that

the linear operator maps a Banach space into itself while the range of the linear

operator employed here need not be the same as the domain; however, the de-

tails of the proofs are similar. The work of Bancroft on periodic solutions shows

that, in general, it is not the case that the solution 0(*, X) of (11) is continuous

at X = 0. The next result is concerned with the determination of an appropriate

asymptotic vector a0 which indicates the solution of the linear system that is ob-

tained in the limit as X —*■ 0.

Let T denote a compact set on the surface of the unit sphere in A. Define

C(r, o) = {X G A: |X| < a, X/|X| G T if X * 0}, and C'fT, o) = C(I\ o) - {0}.

A space complementary to N(S2) = R(L) will be denoted by RC(L).

Theorem 6.2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied and suppose

that the map H: Rp x A —> RC(L) is defined by

H(a0,X) = m^(')a0,0)\.

Suppose that there exists a continuous map a: F —► RP with the properties that

H(a(X),X) = 0,   det\bH(a(\),X)/da0\i=0

for all X G T. Then, there exists a o = o(T) > 0 such that the problem

L<p = N(<p, X),      W(<t>, X) = 0

has a solution 0* (•, X): CfT, a) —> D for which 0* (•, X) is uniformly bounded

on C(r, a) and continuous on C'(T, a). Furthermore, 0* = 0*(', X) has the

representation

0*(-,X) = $(-mx/|X|) + k-,?O

where v(-, X): C'(T, a) —* D satisfies limx^,0v(', X) = 0.

Proof. For X G T, let a(X) satisfy |a(X)| < bx < p/2M. Select e0 such

that bx + e0 < p/2M. Define the map F: Se (Rp) x C'(r, o) —> RC(L) by

F(co, X) - fl¿V(*(')[a(X/IXI) + co], X).

The existence of a o = a(T) > 0 and a continuous map co: C'(r, o) —> Se (Rp),

such that F(co(X), X) = 0 and lim^,, co(X) = 0, will be demonstrated.
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First, we observe that oF(0, X)/3co is invertible for all X in C'(l\ o) if o

is small. This is a consequence of the relationship

3F(0, X)/3co = Í2¿ k (*(•)<*(-^)  + o>,\\ + o(X)J(0, X)

= |X| {377(a(X/|X|), X/|X0/3ao + o(X/|X|)}    as X -* 0,

and the hypothesis that 377(a(X), X)/3a0 exists for each X in T provided o is

sufficiently small.

Expanding F in a Taylor series about co = 0, we have

(13) F(u, X) = F(0, X) + |£ (0, X) co + P(co, X)

where the remainder P is defined by (13). In order that the bifurcation equation

Í27V = 0 hold, it is required that for each X, co = co(X) be chosen so that F(co, X)

= 0. To obtain the desired asymptotic behavior, we also need limx_>0co(X) — 0.

These two properties will be established through consideration of the operator J:

Se (Rp) x C'(r, o) -> N(7) defined by

(14) 7(co, X) = -1£ (0, X)"1 {P(co, X) + F(0, X)}.

We note that co(X) satisfies F(co, X) = 0 if and only if co(X) is a fixed point of

/(•, X). To find a fixed point co(X) of /(•, X) that also satisfies the asymptotic

condition limx_f0co(X) = 0, the uniform contraction principle is employed.

Estimates, to be used to show that 7 is a contraction, for the individual

functions comprising 7 are now found.   We note that the hypothesis

77(û(X/|X|), X) = 0 for X in C(i\ à) implies

P(0, X) = í2[TV(í»(-)a(X/|X|), X) -TV(<ï>(.)a(X/|X|), 0)].

An application of the mean value theorem leads to the existence of a con-

tinuous function tyx = tyx(o) with tyx(0) - 0 such that

\F(0,X)\<tyx(o)\X\,\ESo(A).

It follows from (12) that whenever o is sufficiently small,

|[3P(0,X)/3co]_1 <|X|_1p

for some positive constant p.

Finally, from (13), (12) and some estimations using the mean value theorem,

we find a continuous function ty2 = 02(e) with 02(O) = 0 such that

|P(co1,X)-P(co2>X)| < |X|^2(e)|co, -co2|

for all co,, co2 in Se(Rp).
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Combining the above inequalities, we obtain a continuous function e = e(o)

with lim      , e(o) = 0 such that 7(«, X) is uniformly contracting on S./„\(RP)

for all X in the parameter set C (T, o). Let co(*, X) denote the fixed point of

/(♦, X) with asymptotic property lim¡^0co(*, X) = 0.

The initial position a0 = a0(«, X) = a(X/|X|) + co(«, X) will be utilized in

conjunction with the conclusion of Theorem 6.1. Consider the solution 0* =

0*0, a0(«, X), X) of (11); Theorem 6.1 implies that there exists a function

«*(•, X), defined on C(r, a) with lim^co* (•, X) and 0*(«, a0(«, X), X) -

3>(")ao('» X) = co* (•, X). From this representation we obtain

0*(-, a0(-> *)> X) - *(•)«(VIXD = "(', X)

where v(% X) = co*(•, X) - <ï>(-)co(«, X) clearly satisfies bmx_>0i>(«, X) = 0. This

concludes the proof of Theorem 6.2.

As an illustration of Theorem 6.2, the following is given.

Theorem 6.3. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2 be satisfied. Let g:

R x R" x A —► R" be continuous together with its second partial derivatives

and suppose that g(t, x, 0) = 0 for (t, x) in R x R". Define

H(fl0, X) = J~„ nt) |f (t, *(t)a0, 0)Mt.

Suppose that a continuous map a: F —*■ Rp can be found such that 77(a(X), X)

= 0 and rank (377/3a0)(a(X), X) = k for X G T. 77iew, there exists a positive

constant o - o(T) such that x' =A(f)x + g(t, x, X) has an V (Resolution x* =

x*(«, X) iAar is uniformly bounded on C{T, o), continuous on C'(r, o) and sat-

isfies

x*(-,X) = i>(-)a(X/|X|) + K-,X)

where limx^.0v(', X) = 0.
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